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Laurie Halse Anderson is a Best-Selling New York Times author of children's books of all ages, including Fever 1793, Chains, Twisted, and many others. Known for tackling difficult topics with humour and sensitivity, her work has won numerous national and national awards, as well as international recognition. Two of his books, Speak and Chains, were finalists for the National
Book Award. Anderson was honored with the 2009 Margaret A. Edwards Award awarded by the YALSA division of the American Library Association for her significant and lasting contribution to youth literature. Anderson was born in Potsdam, New York in 1961. Growing up, he loved reading and listening to family stories. He graduated from Georgetown University in 1984. Before
becoming a full-time writer, she was a freelance journalist, then worked part-time at a bookstore to earn money while working on her fiction. A mother of four and wife of one, Laurie lives in northern New York, where she likes to watch snow fall as she writes. Not to be confused with Speak (Louisa Hall novel). Speak First editionAuthorLaurie Halse AndersonCountryUnited
StatesLanguageEnglishGenreYoung adult fictionEditorFarrar Straus GirouxPublication date1999Media typehardback and rusticPage197 pp (first edition, Hardback)ISBN0-374-37152-0OCLC40298254Dewey Decimal[Fic] 21LC ClassPZ7.A54385 Sp 1999 Speak, published in 1999, is an adult novel by Laurie Halse Anderson that tells the story of high school student Melinda
Sordino. [2] After accidentally bursting into a summer party due to sexual assault, Melinda is ossed by her colleagues because she won't say why she called the police. [2] Unable to verbalize what happened, Melinda almost sings completely,[1] expressing her voice through the art she produces for Mr. Freeman's class. [1] [3] This expression slowly helps Melinda to recognize what
happened, confront her problems and recreate her identity. [4] Speak is considered a problem novel, or traumatic novel. [1] Melinda's story is written in daily format, consisting of a nonlinear plot and a jumping narrative that mimics the trauma she experienced. [2] In addition, Anderson uses intertextual symbolism in narrative, incorporating fairytale images, such as Hawthorne's The
Scarlet Letter, and author Maya Angelou, to further represent Melinda's trauma. [1] The novel was based on Anderson's personal experience of being raped as a teenager and the trauma she faced. [5] Since its publication, the novel has won several awards and been translated into sixteen languages. [6] However, the book has faced censorship mature content. [7] In 2004,
Jessica Sharzer directed the film adaptation, starring Kristen Stewart as Melinda. [8] In 2019, a graphic novel edition was published. [9] In 2019, a 20th anniversary version of the novel was published with additional content alongside the Memoirs, Crit. [10] Synopsis The summer before her first year of high school, Melinda Sordino meets senior Andy Evans at a high school party.
During the party, Andy raps Melinda. In shock, Melinda calls 9-1-1, but doesn't know what to say and runs home. The police come and break up the party, and some people are arrested. Melinda doesn't tell anyone what happened to her, and no one asks. Melinda is friends with Heather, a girl who is new to the community. However, once Heather realizes that Melinda is depressed
and marginalized, she scratches Melinda to sit down with the Marthas, a group of girls who seem charitable and outgoing, but are actually selfish and cruel. As Melinda's depression deepens, she begins to skip school, retiring from her already distant parents and other authority figures, who see her silence as a means of drawing attention. She gradually befriends her lab mate,
David Petrakis, who encourages her to speak for herself. Near the end of the book, Melinda's ex-best friend Rachel, who has been out with Andy, breaks up with him on the dance night after Melinda tells him what really happened at the party. Realizing that only someone else could have told Rachel, Andy attacks Melinda in the closet of the abandoned concierge, Melinda's
sanctuary. Melinda fights Andy and is able to get help in time. When word spread about what happened and the truth is revealed about that night, students no longer treat Melinda as a marginalized, but as a hero instead. Melinda tells her story to her art teacher, Mr. Freeman, and regains her voice. Narrative Style Talk is written for young adults and high school/ high school
students. Labelled a troubled novel, it focuses on a character who gains strength to overcome his trauma. [2] The rape upset Melinda as she struggles to suppress the memory of the event, while at the same time wanting to talk about it. Knox College English teacher Barbara Tanner-Smith calls Speak a traumatic narrative, as the novel allows readers to identify with Melinda's
struggles. Hofstra University Professor of Writing and Rhetoric Lisa DeTora considers Speak an elderly novel, citing Melinda's quest to claim a voice and identity. [3] The list of books calls Speak a novel of empowerment. [11] According to author Chris McGee, Melinda is more than just a victim. [2] Melinda gains the power to be silent as much as speaking. [2] McGee considers
Speak a confessional narrative; adults in Melinda's life constantly demand a confession from her. Similarly, Florida State University author and professor Don Latham sees Speak as a coming-of-age story. She claims melinda uses both a literal and metaphorical wardrobe to hide and cope with having been raped. [4] The theme A Speak theme is to find the voice. [2] Another theme
of the novel is identity. [4] History can also be seen as speaking out against Victimization. [12] Melinda feels guilty, even though she was the victim of sexual assault. However, seeing other victims, such as Rachel, Melinda is able to speak out. [12] Some see Speak as a recovery story. [4] According to Latham, writing/telling her story has a therapeutic effect on Melinda, allowing
her to recreate herself. [4] Post-traumatic stress disorder An interpretation of Melinda's behavior is that she is symptomatic of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) as a result of her rape. [4] Like other trauma survivors, Melinda's desire to deny and proclaim what happened produces symptoms that both attract and draw attention. [4] Don Latham and Lisa DeTora define Melinda's
PTSD in the context of Judith Herman's three categories of classic PTSD symptoms: hyperarousal, intrusion and constriction. [4] Melinda shows hyperarousal in her distrust of potential danger. [4] Melinda will not go to David's house after the basketball game because she fears what might happen. [4] The intrusion is depicted in the disruption of Melinda's consciousness violation.
[4] She tries to forget the event, but memories continue to resurface in her mind. [4] Constriction is illustrated in the silence and withdrawal of Melinda's society. [4] Latham sees Melinda's slow recovery as queer in her deviation from normal trauma treatment. [4] Melinda's recovery comes as a result of her own efforts, without professional help. [4] In addition, DeTora points out the
connection between trauma and indescribable. [3] The Speak point of view is a first-person narrative, like the newspaper. Written in melinda sordino's voice, it has lists, sublayers, spaces between paragraphs and script-like dialogs. The fragmented style mimics Melinda's trauma. [2] The spicy phrases and blanks on the pages refer to Melinda's fascination with Cubism. [2]
According to Chris McGee and DeTora, Anderson's writing style allows readers to see how Melinda struggles to produce the standard, cohesive narrative expected in a teenage novel. [3] Melinda's distracted narrative reiterates the idea that no one really wants to hear what you have to say. [2] In her article, Like Falling Up into a Storybook, Barbara Tannert-Smith says: In Speak,
Anderson must use a nonlinear plot and disruptive temporality to emphasize Melinda's response to her traumatic experience: the novelist must convey stylistically exactly how her protagonist experiences self-deceiveness and a shattered sense of identity. [1] By interrupting the present with flashbacks from the past, Anderson further illustrates the structure of trauma. [1] Anderson
organizes the plot around the four of Melinda's first year, starting the story in the midst of Melinda's struggle. [3] Anderson overlayed the fragmented trauma plot on this linear narrative of high school, high school, the most credible narrative. [3] Symbolism and greater significance Throughout Speak, Anderson symbolically represents Melinda's trauma and recovery. [1] Barbara
Tannert-Smith refers to Speak as a postmodern revisionist fairy tale for the use of fairytale images. [1] She sees Merryweather High School as the ideal fairytale domain, with easily categorized characters, a witch mother, a shape-changing best friend, a beast rapist. [1] Mirrors, traditional fairytale tools, mean Melinda's struggle with her shattered identity. [1] After being raped,
Melinda is not recognized in her reflection. Disgusted by what she sees, Melinda avoids mirrors. According to Don Latham, Melinda's aversion to reflection illustrates the recognition of her fragmented identity. In fact, the only mirror Melinda can see in the dressing room is the three-bedroom mirror. [4] Instead of giving the illusion of a unified self, the three-reason mirror reflects
Melinda's shattered self. [4] Similarly, Melinda is fascinated by Cubism, because it represents what is beyond the surface. [4] Melinda uses art to express her voice. His post-traumatic artwork illustrates his pain. [1] Trees symbolize Melinda's growth. [1] The walls of Melinda's closet are covered with her tree sketches, creating a metaphorical forest in which she hides from reliving
her trauma. [1] According to Don Latham, the story's wardrobes symbolize Melinda's queer coping strategies. [4] Melinda uses the closet to hide the truth. [4] Anderson incorporates precursor texts that parallel to Melinda's experience. [1] In history, Melinda's English class studies Nathaniel Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter, which features similar fairytale images. [1] Hester Prynne, a
marginalized protagonist like Melinda, lives in a cottage on the edge of the forest. Hester's house parallels Melinda's closet. [1] For both women, forest seclusion represents a space beyond social demands. [1] The deciphering of Hawthorne's symbolism mimics the process faced by readers of Melinda's narrative. [1] Similarly, Anderson connects Melinda's trauma with that of Maya
Angelou, author of I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. Melinda places an Angelou sign in the closet. Admire Angelou because his novel was banned by the school board. Melinda and Angelou were marginalized. [1] Like Melinda, Angelou was silenced after her child rape. [4] Honors and accolades Speak is a New York Times bestseller. [13] The novel received several awards and
honors, including the American Library Association's 2000 Michael Printz Honor[15] and the 2000 Golden Star Award. Also be selected as a 2000 ALA Best Book for Young Adults. [16] Speak received critical acclaim for his interpretation of the trauma caused by rape. [18] Barbara Tannert-Smith, author of Like Falling Up Into a Storybook: Trauma and Intertextual Intertextual in
Speak by Laurie Halse Anderson, it affirms the ability of the story to speak the language of the reader caused its commercial success. Publishers Weekly says Speak's global realism and Melinda's hard-earned metamorphosis will leave readers touched and inspired. [19] Ned Vizzini, for The New York Times, calls it different, a terribly realistic portrayal of sexual violence in high
school. [20] Author Don Latham calls Speak painful, intelligent and darkly comical. [4] Awards Speak has won several awards and honours, including: 1999 National Book Award Finalist[21] 1999 BCCB Blue Ribbon Book[22] 2000 SCBWI Golden Kite Award for Fiction[16] 2000 Horn Book Fanfare Best Book of the Year[23] 2000 ALA Best Books for Young Adults[17] 2000 Printz
Honor Book[23] 2000 ALA Best Books for Young Adults[17] 2000 Printz Honor Book[23] 2000 ALA Best Books for Young Adults[17] 2000 Printz Honor Book[23] 2000 ALA Best Books For Young Adults[17] 2000 Printz Honor Book[23] 2000 ALA Best Books for Young Adults[17] 2000 Printz Honor Book[23] 2000 ALA Best Books for Young Adults[17] 2000 Printz Honor Book[23]
2000 ALA Best Books for Young Adults[17] 2000 Printz Honor Book[23] 2000 ALA Best Books for Young Adults[17] 2000 Printz Honor Book[23] 2000 ALA Best 2000 Top Ten Best Books for Young Adults[25] 2000 Fiction Quick Pick for Reluctant Young Adult Readers[26] 2000 Edgar Allan Poe Best Finalist Young Adult Award[27] 2001 New York Times Paperback Children's Best
Seller[13] 2005 New York Times Paperback Children's Best Seller[14] Censorship of speak's difficult subject has led to censorship of the novel. Speak ranks 60th on the ALA's list of 100 best banned/challenged books for 2000-2009. [28] In September 2010, Wesley Scroggins, a professor at Missouri State University, wrote an article, Dirty Books that meant Republic Education, in
which he claimed that Speak, along with the Five and Twenty Boy Summer Slaughterhouse, should be banned from exposing children to immorality. [29] Scroggins claimed that Speak should be classified as soft pornography and therefore removed from the high school English curriculum. [29] In his 2010-2011 bibliography, Books Challenged or Forbidden, the Intellectual
Freedom List Bulletin speaks of having been challenged in Missouri schools because of his soft pornography and glorification of drinking, cursing and premarital sex. [30] In the 2006 platinum edition of Speak, and on her blog, Laurie Halse Anderson spoke out against censorship. Anderson wrote: ... But censoring books dealing with difficult and teenage subjects doesn't protect
anyone. Quite the opposite. It leaves children in the dark and makes them vulnerable. Censorship is the son of fear and the father of ignorance. Our children cannot afford to have the truth of the world withheld from them. [31] In his academic, Laurie Halse Anderson: Speaking in languages, Wendy J. Glenn claims that Speak has generated more academic response than any other
novel Anderson has written. [32] Despite the vassalness of teaching a novel with mature subject matter, English teachers are implementing Speak in the classroom as a study of literary analysis, as well as a tool to teach students about sexual harassment. [33] The novel gives students the opportunity to talk about various teenage topics, including: school cliques, sex and parental
relationships. [33] De De Speaking in the classroom Jackett says: We have the opportunity as English teachers to have a hugely positive impact on students' lives. Having the courage to discuss the issues found in Speak is a way of doing just that. [33] Sharing in Melinda's struggles, students can find their own voices and learn how to cope with trauma and difficulties. [34]
According to Janet Alsup, teaching Speak in the classroom can help students become more critically literate. [34] Students may not feel comfortable talking about their own experiences, but they are willing to talk about what happens to Melinda. [34] Elaine O'Quinn claims that books such as Speak allow students to explore inner dialogue. [35] Speak provides an outlet for students
to think critically about their world. [34] The graphic novel Farrar Straus Giroux announced a graphic adaptation of Speak with art by Emily Carroll. [36] It was published in February 2018. [37] See also the children's literature portal Rape Syndrome References ^ a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q s t u v w x y z aa ab ac ad ae Tannert-Smith, Barbara (Winter 2010). In 1997, the group
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